distracted us while a few select filled their pockets beyond their needs, and we all suffered. Life is connected to our environment, air, weather, water, natural elements like oil, gas, gold, silver, uranium...have formed on earth not for humans to mine and profit from in the short term, but because they form part of that fine balance we call life.

Now in 2010, with all the technology and tools and knowledge we have gathered from the past we cannot stop things our governments promised they regulated and studied and we could trust them to control for our future. We never had a bigger ecological disaster than BP`s accident off the coast of the most advanced economic country in the world, the USA. We could only pray for good winds when Chernobyl melted down and irradiated Europe. Bhopal in India was gassed by Union Carbide and the so called Solid financial institutions of our economy lead us to this precarious time we are in now after promising the exact opposite, so we would invest in them for our future. Not one criminal charge has stuck against any of the responsible parties who allowed these so called big regulated businesses to operate and who said and promised such disasters could never happen...but they all did! Government did not even have a plan in case the big business went wrong...they are making it now. So it is clear and qualified to state now that no one is in charge or ever has been. It is the invisible elements and unknown people of this world that deal with the intricacies and issues of our society.

Creating an ideology is not the same as having ideas to

`Support disorganized crime...`, on the surface a funny anti-hero concept, but scratch deeper and it is the premise of Mr. Nice Seed bank's philosophy. Instead of the mafia or government or military; those I refer to as Organized Crime, empowering the individual who decides privately or openly or in his or her way to buck against the system they live under if they believe it is not being fair. Like today with medical compassion for those patients advocating the use and the growing of Cannabis as their medicine of choice. Without the little fanatical growers and enthusiast who will always be unknown, we would not have the figures like the late Jack Herrer and Denis Perone as the cannabis and medical marijuana leading activists. These leading figures in this very small area of concern fight against entrenched opinions to allow nature in the form of a cannabis plant to be allowed to act how it has always acted before man existed....Naturally.

I mean if tomatoes had been found to be an easy solution to cancer, then it would threaten generic medicines that have been funded by big business with big profit promises to those who invested. We actually need both to exist and to share knowledge as it is attained regardless of which one cost what if it acts to help mankind.

Treat people how you would like to be treated...no matter what. This is not founded in religion or politics or organizations it is founded by individuals who woke up one day and decided to stand behind them and their belief in simplicity. Somehow religions and power and money distracted us while a few select filled their pockets beyond their needs, and we all suffered. Life is connected to our environment, air, weather, water, natural elements like oil, gas, gold, silver, uranium...have formed on earth not for humans to mine and profit from in the short term, but because they form part of that fine balance we call life.

Now in 2010, with all the technology and tools and knowledge we have gathered from the past we cannot stop things our governments promised they regulated and studied and we could trust them to control for our future. We never had a bigger ecological disaster than BP`s accident off the coast of the most advanced economic country in the world, the USA. We could only pray for good winds when Chernobyl melted down and irradiated Europe. Bhopal in India was gassed by Union Carbide and the so called Solid financial institutions of our economy lead us to this precarious time we are in now after promising the exact opposite, so we would invest in them for our future. Not one criminal charge has stuck against any of the responsible parties who allowed these so called big regulated businesses to operate and who said and promised such disasters could never happen...but they all did! Government did not even have a plan in case the big business went wrong...they are making it now. So it is clear and qualified to state now that no one is in charge or ever has been. It is the invisible elements and unknown people of this world that deal with the intricacies and issues of our society.

Creating an ideology is not the same as having ideas to
The moment of change is so quick it is easy to miss. But these points in life define our destiny…it just takes the rest of the life to catch up or try to find the meaning or point. Hopes and dreams empower us, but we seem to complicate our development by getting stuck on trivial differences that usually have little or nothing to do with anything.

deal with situations. But it is the small ideas in the end that fuel the leaders of the ideology, yet they all end up as false promises, as it takes more than one person no matter who they are to reach a goal for the masses.

As people reach a point where they have enough, they see money and power and fame are not enough to make you a good person. That comes from individual choice. Anyone who has or is suffering from health issues know how useless anything is we created or did in our life when we are sick.

So now, out of compassionate grounds 14 states of the USA, a country who declared the War on Drugs in the first place, allows sick and terminally ill to use Cannabis to treat symptoms generic drugs designed to treat could not fulfill. Cannabis is shedding its hippy, free love image to be taken seriously due to patients demanding their right to see their days through as gently as they can with a plant they can grow and select according to their individual needs from home.

The plant previously condemned by the Cotton lobby in the 1930’s due to it being a long lasting high quality and affordable fiber (what we are all looking for in a product) as cotton was a more profitable alternative that needed to be replaced more frequently.

`Everything is connected ...` a simple principle declared by Thoreau some years before Charles Darwin came out with the theory of evolution. So why do we not get it? What is it we do not understand as our populations grow uncontrollably and our concepts of short term gain tax the very soil we live from?

For me I think the rational is quite simple, we built a cage too small for ourselves, and since it has now been out grown and become obsolete without any new cage to accommodate us and all we gathered along the way, we are stuck. As the dreams turn into disasters and our systems redundant, we must pay for our folly, since everything is really connected. Strong reminders of systems that do not work forever or even for large amounts of people are now crumbling under our own weight. Are we too late to change? Never are we too late to change but whether we are in time, is a question that can be answered only by the future. Answers are no longer for institutions or governments or systems we have trusted until now, but they are for us the individuals to take charge of now.

The seemingly simple decision to grow a seed and eventually a plant to help oneself is not a threat to anyone other than oneself. The same sort of threat can exist by selling almost anything we are able to legally buy on the free market nowadays from glasses to cutlery. We should trust ourselves to make those decisions nowadays and stop this stupid practice of allowing others to intimidate us to decide on their realities of life, which are nothing to do with the simple man.

When the body of a human or a stem of a plant pump life through it, there are trillions of miniscule events working in harmony, not one entity controlling it all. In reality things work and until we see the mechanics of how something works and understand them we are limited only by our knowledge and tools. Our desire to better ourselves should not be at the expense of others or so called weaker species but rather should be with a broad picture in mind for now and the future.

We only have one world and one life, why leave any decision up to anyone else to make when we all pay the consequences of those decisions? Taking the Bull by the horns is a must not an option, and can be dangerous. Let it run wild around town and look at the mess we must live with!